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GC Coaching 2012 

  

Section 3 – Tactics 

Previously we have practiced and improved our skills, now we need to know how to put them to our 

best  advantage. 

Positional play vs. Clearing: 

 This is something which has a massive dependence on your playing ability. As a general rule, the higher 

the handicap player you are – more often than not, you should be taking position rather than clearing. 

The opposite occurs as you get a lower handicap – you should be clearing more often than going for 

positional play using the block. When deciding whether to block or clear, you need to consider these 

things; 

 What am I more likely to achieve?  

 How much will it hinder the opposition if I get my selected option right?  

 What will happen to me if I get it wrong?  

Helpful Hint: If you can only clear your opposition to a short boundary (or somewhere you are confident 

they can clear you away anyway – go for the block), if you think a block will be ineffective (e.g. 

opposition can jump over you anyway) go for the clearance! 

Odd and even hoops:  

Although the point’s value for ‘odd’ and ‘even’ hoops remain the same, the value of them with regard to 

the next hoop has a significant difference. Odd numbered hoops may be considered ‘1 and a half point 

hoops’ because; if you run them successfully, you can run them all the way down to the next hoop – this 

means you are automatically the favourite to win the next point. So, if you really want to compete on a 

hoop, I would suggest you do so for the odd numbered hoops. Don’t be afraid to sometimes sacrifice a 

point (even hoops) in order for you to get first go at the next odd numbered hoop as this can have 

massive implications on the game.  

If your opponent’s ball is in an ‘odd’ hoop and you cannot either clear or jump it put your ball toward 

halfway but in line between the hoops so that it blocks a clear shot by your opponent to the next hoop. 

Helpful hints: When scoring the odd hoops – you are better off scoring the point first rather than trying 

to smash and bash to get it all the way to the next hoop. However, a way to counter not being able to 

run hoops all the way to the next one is by positioning yourself closer to the hoop – if you’re faced with a 

long shot at an odd hoop, and taking a closer position rather than attempting the hoop doesn’t put you 

at risk of losing the hoop – do this!!! 

Positional play:  
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 Don’t put yourself in a position if you are just going to get blasted away before you get the 

chance to play again!   

 Remember, the ‘ V’ when taking position, the closer you get to the hoop, the less likely you are 

to land in front of it.  

 Block play falls under the umbrella of positional play, the main message being; try not to go 

‘against the block line’ (directly across the block line)as this gives you less chance of successfully 

getting a block. If we can, we want to take position ‘along the block line’ to have the best 

possible chance of landing on it. Remember, the stronger players (and anyone who can jump), 

will jump over top of a blocked ball – the way to counter this is to ‘cuddle’ up nice and close, so 

they are unable to get over top of the blocking ball.  

 Helpful Hint: Remember, when taking position for a block, it doesn’t always have to be in front of 

the oppositions ball, sometimes, if it is easier to land behind it. This may sometimes be even 

more effective as it means the opposition doesn’t have a back swing without the risk of touching 

your ball and committing a fault. When taking position in front of a hoop – give yourself space!!! 

There is no point in failing to get position because you tried to go to close, when you could have 

done so in one shot if you don’t try and be too greedy.  

 When placing a ball in a hooping position put it on the ‘away’ side with respect to your 

opponent’s ball. It will be more difficult for your opponent to clear with a stop shot and leave 

their ball in a hoop running position. 

Which ball to remove:  

There is not always an obvious answer. The normal reaction is to remove the ball that plays next. 

However, if it cannot do anything too harmful (e.g. score a point), you do not have to remove it at all – 

sometimes it can be more of an advantage to remove the ball that doesn’t play next. Why? Because the 

ball cannot just come back straight away, which may allow you time to set something up for your other 

ball. When deciding ‘which ball to remove’, it is important to consider these options: 

 What ball is the danger ball?  

 Will the opposition come straight back if I clear them? (the following shot) 

 What are my best/worst case scenarios?  

 Do I even need to clear someone?  

Where you can hide:  

This is a very underrated subject in GC.  

 The simplest place is to hide behind the hoop to protect yourself from being cleared away 

(wiring).  

 Take position next to your partner ball so you can be rushed (or hit) into a helpful position 

e.g you are going for hoop 1, it is blues turn to play (red is half way between hoop 1 and the 

west boundary (closest boundary to H1 in a non hoop running position), black is 1.5 yards 

east of hoop one (level with the hoop), yellow has been cleared away into corner 4 and blue 
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is 1 yard south of hoop 1 (behind the hoop)).  Where does blue go? It could just take 

position in front of the hoop – but it is more likely to be cleared away, it could take a deep 

position where it is less likely to be cleared away, but then you may be faced with a 

challenging hoop or a long clearance. Put the blue 1 foot North West of black. Neither of 

your balls (blue and black) are in front of the hoop but the trap is set.  Red will often think – 

neither of my opposition is in front of the hoop, so they can’t do anything, I may as well just 

take position. Black now plays, and rushes (hits) blue in front of hoop 1 into a hoop running 

position. It is now yellow’s turn to play, which is a long way away (over in C4) and if it misses 

the clearance at blue, blue may run the hoop. This example is just to give you the idea that 

you don’t always have to go in front of the hoop for it to be a good shot. Also, you don’t 

have to hide behind another ball/hoop to be ‘hidden’.  

 Hide behind your own ball or an opposition ball when you are taking position (more often 

than not, in front of a hoop) e.g for hoop two, reds turn to play (blue has just taken position 

1 foot in front of H2, but slightly to the right), red is 1 foot east of hoop 2, level with the 

hoop, black is 4 yards east of H2 and yellow is to the west (left if you are facing the hoop) of 

H2 by 2 yards. Where does red go? A sensible option is taking out Blue (as it is in front of the 

hoop), but if you start to think outside the square, another good option is to take position in 

front of hoop 2, but behind the blue ball (you will be in front of the hoop but slight to the 

left and further south than blue), so that the black ball can’t clear you away. Black then 

either has to get a block on yellow clearing blue, take out yellow, or take position at H2. 

Even if yellow is taken out, remember, it is only cleared to a short boundary. Yellow then 

clears blue (blue hopefully misses) and red runs the hoop.  

Helpful hint: When going over the above positions, it is helpful to either lay them out on the board, or, on 

the lawn and play them out to see what happens. Also, when wiring behind hoops, it is important not to 

go directly behind the hoop – the flatter (or more side on angle) you can go, the better it is, as this means 

the opposition can’t dwindle their way into a position in their next shot when they can just run the hoop 

if you are completely hidden from them. Also, don’t go extremely close to the hoop as the closer you go, 

the easier it is for the opposition to get a wired spot on the other side. Don’t be afraid to leave your 

opposition a clearance at ¼ or ½ a ball as the amount of times they will hit the wire and miss is a lot 

more than you would think!  

Hoop 13 and what to do when you are 5-6 down/6-5 up. 

This is a very important topic in all levels of ability, but there are significant differences in the options 

you can take (which somewhat depends on how important winning is to you) depending on your 

ability/knowledge of what to do. We will look at two examples, from the attacking perspective (being 6-

5 up) and the defensive position (being 5-6 down).  

Important things when you are 5-6 down:  

Give yourself a chance at winning hoop 13 by trying to set something up (occasionally this will mean 

you lose games 7-5 by trying to set something up at hoop 12, but will give you a much greater 
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chance of winning hoop 13 if you manage to win the 12th hoop and tie things up.) I’m not sure on 

the exact percentage, but whoever has the first shot towards H13 normally wins. To prevent this, 

below are some examples of some ‘set ups’ you can try and use to give you a chance at winning 

H13.  

 Putting your ball in the jaws of hoop 12 leaving your opposition the attempt at a jump shot 

hoping they will knock you through and give you first shot to hoop 13.  

 Placing one ball behind the hoop (e.g. black) so that when blue runs the hoop, red takes 

position at 13, but  black can  now rush (hit) the blue ball up towards H13. (the problem with 

this is that, if blue doesn’t get in front of the hoop in a running position, if red has a good 

position, and yellow then takes good position as well, even though blue can take out red, 

black will have to hit the long clearance on yellow because you leave a ball behind. Note** 

Do not rush up if Red doesn’t take good position at hoop 13.  

 Setting one of your balls up in front of the hoop e.g. with your first shot going level or south 

of the hoop e.g. Yellow, blue takes position, red then takes position, black then attempts the 

clearance on red (misses!) or takes position. Yellow then can clear blue a long way away 

(preferably a ‘wick’ – hitting it on the half ball so during the clearance, yellow travels 

towards hoop 13. Blue then misses the clearance on red, red runs the hoop. Black takes 

position at hoop 13 BUT because of our successful ‘wick’ yellow is past the halfway mark 

(onside because it came of blue) and closer to H13 allowing it the chance at the clearance on 

black to make H13 a level playing field.  

 It is important to remember, the above examples DO NOT always go to plan, but if you have 

the idea, it gives you something to base your tactics around. 

Important things when you are 6-5 up:  

 DO NOT attempt jump shots from any distance at H12 unless you are REALLY really 

confident. I know these can win you the game – but the number of times you knock the 

opposition ball through and give the opposition first shot to hoop 13 will cost you the game 

more often than not.  

 If you think you can run a hoop to win the game, take your chance! If you are playing against 

someone of a stronger ability, you may not get the chance again so make it count!  

 DO NOT just go halfway if you think the opposition is going to win the hoop – this is what 

stronger players want as it allows them the chance at the ‘wick’ play (see above). Instead, 

make sure you go west or south of the opposition – this ensures they cannot ‘wick’ off you 

and get to H13. *Note – do not go too far west/south of the opposition that you prevent 

yourself having a clear shot to H13.  

 Try to keep one ball around the hoop at all times, the more you begin to spread out among 

the lawns if you keep shooting/missing, the easier it becomes for the opposition to ‘set 

something up’.  
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Key things for Hoop 13 

 Whoever has the first shot towards H13 it is absolutely critical that YOU GET YOUR BALL IN 

FRONT OF THE HOOP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You are much better off being 7 metres too far then 7cm to 

short!  

 As above “If you think you can run a hoop to win the game, take your chance! If you’re playing 

against someone of a stronger ability, you may not get the chance again so make it count! The 

longer you spend trying to muck around, the less chance you will have at winning the game as it 

presents more opportunities for things to go wrong.  

 

General 

The best way to improve is to 

  Make every stroke a training stroke – even if you are only hitting toward the corner. Always 

identify the direction and the resting place you want. 

 Ask yourself after a particularly bad or good stroke – What did I do wrong? Why was that stroke 

so good? 

 Watch players who are better than you. Why are they more consistent? Why did they play that 

stroke – what was their tactic? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


